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DEDICATIONS 

 

This book is dedicated to the late great Jack Johnson for having the 

courage to marry a white woman during the time in America when do so 

was outlawed and meant death or being lynched. 

 

This book is also dedicated to Israel L. & Eva Gaither for become the 

first interracial marriage couple back in 1967. 

 

This book is dedicated to the mother of President Barack Obama, 

because if it were not for her dating a black, America would not have a 

black president.  

 

This book is dedicated to all of the non black sisters who take chances 

on loving strong, intelligent black men despite the negative stereo types 

that have been placed on black men for centuries.  

 

This book is also dedicated to all of those non black sisters who stood 

and stand by their man as they became wealthier. 

 

This book is dedicated also to the foolish black women who let these 

good black men get away. 

 

Finally I thank “God” for causing my last wife, Kimberly Louise 

Bateman-Khabir, to walk out on me over being jealous of the white 

women I had previously dated. I thank “God” for the success I am 

realizing without the help of a black wife and the fact that I will never 

every again marry another black woman.  
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He is also hearing impaired and has written his first ever movie script called “State of 
Deafness,” which is about the loss of his hearing and how the entire state, from the 
governor on down, loses their hearing until the state decides to enact laws to protect 
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